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ABSTRACT In this paper we derive the log likelihood
function for point processes in terms of their stochastic intensi-
ties by using the martingale approach. For practical purposes
we work with an approximate log likelihood function that is
shown to possess the usual asymptotic properties of a log likeli-
hood function. The resulting estimates are strongly consistent
and asymptotically normal (under some regularity conditions).
As a by-product, a strong law of large numbers and a central
limit theorem for martingales in continuous times are derived.
The Log Likelihood Function for Point Processes
We shall be concerned with multitype point processes, that
is, point events of r different types randomly occurring along
the real line. This process can be described by a multivariate
counting process N(t) = {N1(), . . ., N,(t)}, t E R, defined
on some probability space (fi, sA, P). Here Nj(t) - Nj(s), t >
s denotes the number of point events of type j that occur in
(s, t]. By convention Nj(O) = 0. We shall suppose that at
each t, at most one event, regardless of its type, can occur.
Let si,, t . 0 be an increasing family of sub-ofields such that
N(t) is sit-measurable, t > 0. Then there is for each j = 1,
. .
-, r a natural increasing process Aj(t), called the compen-
sator of Nj(t), relative to (si, P) such that m>(t) = Nj(t) -
Aj(t), t 2 0 is an sit-local martingale. Here we shall be inter-
ested only in the case in which the measure dAj(t)dP admits
a density Xj(t) with respect to dtdP. The processes Xj(t) can
be chosen to be sit-predictable; that is, (t, A) -- Xj(t, A) is
measurable with respect to the cr-field generated by all the
X,-adapted processes with left continuous sample paths and
is called the stochastic intensity of the N(t) process. Intu-
itively, Xj(t) can be interpreted as
lim P{ANj(t) = llI,,}/At, [1]A40o
where AN(t) = N(t + At) - N(t). Indeed, if Tj is the time of
occurrence of the nth event of type j after the origin, then
mj(tAQTj), t - 0 is a martingale and so for s > t, A E si,,
SAXj.
E[1A{Nj(sATjn) -Nj(tArjn)}I E{1A | dAj(u)
|, E[1Al"usTjiXj(U)IdU- [2]
Heuristically, if s = t + At and At is small, then the left-hand
side of Eq. 2 is approximately P(A nf {t< rnj} n {AN(t) = 1})
and the right-hand side of Eq. 2 is approximately E[lAl{,s}
kj(t)]At. Since {Jan < t} E sit, we obtain the interpretation 1.
Historically Eq. 1 was proposed as the definition of the sto-
chastic intensity. This definition requires the existence of
the limit in Eq. 1 and is equivalent to our definition only
under some regularity conditions (1).
If si, = s&, represents the sub o-field generated by N(s), 0
' s ' t, then the stochastic intensity, which we now write as
Xj(t), completely defines the probability distribution of the
process (2, 3). Let ir be the probability measure under which
the Nj(t) are independent Poisson processes with unit rate.
Observe that the random measure {j} x (s, t) -- fXj(u)du on
{1, . . ., r} x R + is precisely the dual predictable projection
of the random measure {j} x (s, t) -- Nj(t) - Nj(s) in the
sense of Jacod (2). By a result of this paper, P is absolutely
continuous with respect to ir on any AT, T > 0, with density
dP _ /T rd-= expll {log Xj(t)dN(t) - ij(t)dt}
Now let {P9, 6 E 0} be a family of probability distributions
on (fl, si) and let Xij(t) be the corresponding stochastic in-
tensity of the Nj(t) process. Then our result shows that the
log likelihood function corresponding to an interval of obser-
vation [0, T] is, up to an additive constant,
T r
LT(6) = I {log 6,1j(t)dNj(t) - i6,j(t)dt}.
Remark: The multitype process is a special case of the
marked point process when the space of the marks is just {1,
... . r}. It is not necessary to suppose the existence of the
stochastic intensity to write down the log likelihood function
for the marked point process; it suffices that the measure
dA6,j(t)dP8 be absolutely continuous with respect to some
measure dv(t)dP6, where Aqj(t) is the natural increasing
process of Nj(t) relative to sa, and to P9. The special case we
considered is convenient for further development concern-
ing the asymptotic properties of the log likelihood function.
The Approximate Log Likelihood Function
The process we consider is defined on the whole line al-
though only an observation on [0, T] is available. Denote by
Xej(t) the stochastic intensity of the Nj(t) process relative to
Po and the sub a-fields si,, t E R generated by N(s), -00 < s
< t. Models of point processes are usually described in terms
of X6(t) = (Xe1(t), . . ., Xer(t)). For example, the self-excit-
ing process introduced by Hawkes (4) and also considered
by Hawkes and Oakes (5) can be defined by
X0(t) = a6 + go(t - s)dN(s),
_x
[4]
where a6 is a constant vector and go(-) is some appropriate
matrix function. Thus, it is desirable to obtain the log likeli-
hood function in terms of X6(t). We are led to the problem of
computing X(t) in terms of Xj(t). Now, from the interpreta-
tion 1 of Xej(t) one can expect that Xej(t) = En
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{AXj(t)ks|j in case X9,j(t) is integrable. The following theo-
rem and its corollary are of the type often called innovation
theorems (see, e.g., p. 372 of ref. 6).
THEOREM 1. Let riJ be the time of occurrence of the nth
event of type j after the origin. Then, for almost all t, the
random variable l{~t,,Xj(t) is Po-integrable and
l{(t.o.Ij(t) = Eo 1{ti}AXoj(t)Is] almost surely.
Proof: From Eq. 2, we have for all s > 0,
n 2 I Ee [l{t---r As jQ()]dt
and hence the function
(t, W) -- Xn(t, W) =
belongs to L'(R + x Q, OAR + 0 si, dtdPo). We show that
there exists an sit-predictable process Xn(t) with X"(t) =
E{Xn(t)ls&t} for almost all t, almost surely. Indeed, there ex-
ists a sequence of simple functions of the form
Xn,k(t, w)) = I Z(m)(W) l(,ek1,t,0](t), k = 1, 2, ....
m=l
which converges in L1 to Xn. For t(k1 < t c t(k), set Xnk(t)
to be a version of Ee{Z(kIsij}, such that the process Xn,k(t)
has left continuous sample paths and is sit-adapted. This
is possible because of the martingale property of the
E m{Z~mI~Ld}t~Ii < t S tm, and hence Xn,k(t) is sit-predict-
able.
From IXnk(t) - Ee{Xn(t)lt} E{|Xn,(t) - Xn(t)llst} and
the fact that X0,k -- Xn in L as k -x oo, we note that the
sequence Xn,k, k 2 1 is a Cauchy sequence in L1 and con-
verges to some si-predictable process Xn that equals
E0{X,(t)Isat} almost surely for almost all t.
From the definition ofX"(t) and the fact that {t s Tin} E it,
we have, almost surely, l{t.,} Eg{Xm(t)Ist} = Eo{XQ(t)It}for m 2 n and hence there is an Us4predictable process X(t)
such that
1{r,>t} X(t) = X"(t) = Ej[1{7,,>} Xe,j(t)Is|t]
for almost all t, almost surely.
We now show that X(t) is Xkj(t). For this, let A E st,.
Then the right-hand side of Eq. 2 equals
E f 1AXn(u)dul = Ee{1A j 1X(u)du}.
By Eq. 2 the process N(t) - t(u)du, t 2 0 is a local
martingale, which gives the desired result.
COROLLARY. Suppose that Xe (t) is integrable for almost
all t. Then X,,j(t) = Eo{X,,j(t)Ist almost surely, for almost
all t.
- Although the above result provides a means of computing
Xo(t) in terms of X0(t), the actual computation is not easy.
Instead, we approximate XA(t) by some X(t) that depends
only on N(s), 0 s s t. The approximate log likelihood func-
tion is then
LA(0) = 1{> log x0,j(t)dNj(t) - ej(t)dt}. [5]
Since T-1 L4() depends essentially on the values of io(t)
for large t, if T is large, we would expect LT to be a good
approximation to LT for large T if XO(t) is a good approxima-
tion to X6(t) for large t. By the Corollary of Theorem 1, and
assuming that N(t) is a process with stationary increments,
we have that E11XO(t) - XO(t)II -* 0 as t -a oo, which suggests
that LT is a good approximation to LT for large T if XA(t) is a
good approximation to X0(t) for large t.
To illustrate our point, consider the self-exciting process
when X0(t) is given by Eq. 3. In order that XA, (t) 2 0 for all t,
we shall assume that ao,j, ' 0, ge,11(t) 2 0 for all t. If the gO,
are integrable and N(t) is of stationary increments with
ENj(1) = ,tj < cc, then the integral in Eq. 3 exists almost
surely. Indeed
Ee{f go,jl(t - s)dNi(s)} ' dO, go,ji(t)dt < +00,
and hence the integral in the above left-hand side is finite
almost surely. As an approximation of X0(t), one might con-
sider
X0(t) = ao + go(t - s)dN(s),
which is evidently sit-measurable and would be a good ap-
proximation to X0(t) for large t if go(t) -+ 0 sufficiently fast.
Asymptotic Properties of the Approximate Log Likelihood
From now on, we shall suppose that the N(t) process is of
stationary increments and metrically transitive in the sense
ofDoob (p. 510 of ref. 7). Let A be the space of ( = (co, .. ...
wOr), where the (Li are nondecreasing integer-valued functions
on (-cc, cc), s is the or-field generated by the projections ir,,:
A-d A(t) - 6(s), s < t, P0 is the restriction to sl of the image
ofPe by the application N:w-+ N(Z), and Th is the shift opera-
tor (ThQ)(t) = c(t + h). The stationarity means that Th con-
serves the probability P0; that is, P0(T^-A) = P(A), V A E
A8, and metric transitivity means that the invariant sets,
which are those sets A E As with T-1A = A, a.s., have proba-
bilities zero or one. Now, from the fact that N(t) - N(s) =
rSt o N and that Th conserves the probability Pe, one can
show that X0(t) = X0(t) oN with X0(t + h) = As(t) o Th. Hence
if X0(t) is integrable, then
1 Tlim - J Xo(t)dt = E{AX(O)}, almost surely.
We assume that 6 C Rk and X9(t), Xo(t) are twice continu-
ously differentiable with respect to 6, almost surely. We
shall use the notation , 462 to denote the vector and the
matrix of first and second derivatives ofxo with respect to 6.
Let +i(t) be a function of the Xoj(t), AX('l(t), i = 1, 2 such that
fi(t) is integrable. Then, by the same argument as above
1(T [61
In this section, we are interested in the limiting behavior of
LT(0), L(T) (0*), i = 1, 2 as T-V cc, 0* being the true value of
0. We have that dm1^= dNj(t) - Xj(t)dt when 0 = 0*, and
putting 4Oj(t) = log X0,j(t), it follows that
r T
Lr(0) = > [fo 4(e,j(t)dmj(t)
+ f {4o,(t)Xj(t) - Xj(t)}dt] [7]
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LT (6) -= [fT (t)lxj(t) - XA, (t)}dt
+ {T ]
o almost surely as TV- 00 on the set if g-2d(M)s < oo}. By
assumption (M)s ' const gs-', for all s 2 b, for some b - a,
almost surely. So,
[8] s-ld(M) <00; also f g-2d(M), < 00.
and
L(2() = >E; [K
-w(t){Xj(t) - X0,j(t)}dt + f 4() (t)dmj(t)
- lT +((t) W(t)'Oj(t)dt] [9]
To use the result 6 we replace Xkj(t), 46,j(t), ... by
Xkj(t), 40,j(t) = log X.,j(t), .... The following result can
easily be proven and is quite useful.
LEMMA 1. Let et, Xt be such that et/Xt -* 0 as t X-* o. Also
let fITedtjdL(t) <0 and A(T)-1 floxtjdt(t) be bounded where
,u is a nondecreasing function with g0(X) = 00. Then Au(T)-'fT Etd,(t)- Oas T-* X0.
To obtain convergence results for the stochastic integrals
with respect to dmj(t) in Eqs. 7 and 8, we will need the fol-
lowing result, which is also of independent interest.
LIEMMA 2. Let Mt, t - 0 be a locally square integrable
martingale with continuous natural increasing process (M)t.
Let gt, t > 0 be a nondecreasing left continuous function
with g& = 00, such that (M)t = O(get -), e > 0, almost surely
as t -) 00. Then MT/gT -* 0 almost surely as T -m 00.
Proof: Let a > 0 be such that ga > 0. Let c be an arbitrary
positive constant. Define the stopping time X = Inf {t: fa
g, 2d(M), 2 c}. Set Mt = MtAT, and Z. = fa gs adM= f tr
g' ldMs. The process Z., t 2 a is a martingale with a natural
increasing process (Z)t = fl g-2d(M)s c c, t 2 a. Since
EZt c c, t - a, we know (pp. 354 and 316 of ref. 7) that
almost surely Za+, Z-, Zt+, t 2 a, Z. exist and Zt is bound-
ed on any finite interval. Set tek) = a + (T - a)i/k and write
k
gTZT > [{gt(k) - gtk) }Zt(k) + gt5(k{Zt(k)
-Zt<.kjj
= T + T
=AZ(tk)dgt + | (,k~d
where Z(k) Zt(k), g(k) = g-t(k) for t(-< t < t .
By the Lebesgue-dominated convergence theorem and the
property of stochastic integral, almost surely as k -X 00
T- T-
Z(k)4G Zt+dgt
and
Ig9 dZ t gd =t dfl, = - Ra.
Therefore,
9T'(MT- Ma) = ZT- (1 - gagT1)ZX
T-
-gjT (Zt+ - Z.)dg,.
Since grT X as TV- co, from Lemma 1, we obtain g-T'M T
0 almost surely as T -I co.
Now, we have M, = M, for all t on the set IT = 00} =
fa gs2d(MX) ' c}. Since c is arbitrary, we obtain gT1MT
The proof follows.
THEOREM 2. Suppose that
(i) P{X0j,(t) 2 c}l= Ofor some c >0 (c is independent oft by
stationarity) and Xj(t) - X0,j(t), Xi',(t) - 4?'?j(t), i = 1, 2 tend
to zero almost surely as t -* 00.
(ii) Xo (t) is integrable, and 4,j(t) and the elements of
4"JI(t), 4J(t) are square integrable with respect to the mea-
sure kj(t)dP.
Then, almost surely as T -x 00,
T-1LT(6) - E[ 4, (O)Xj(O) - ,J(O)1 = A(6)
T-lL()(*) 0
T-lLq)(O*) -> -E{E 0'1)(0)0(1)(0)'0I(o)} = -J.
Proof: Consider the right-hand side of Eq. 7. By (i),
00,j(t)Xj(t) - X0,P) = 00,j(t)X0'j(t) - X0,P) + oft)
where in this proof o(t) denotes a quantity tending to zero
almost surely as t a-* o. By Lemma I and the fact that
4e,j(t)Xj(t) is integrable, we obtain from Eq. 6 that T-1 times
the last term of the extreme right-hand side of Eq. 7 tends to
A(@) almost surely as T -- 00. On the other hand, mj(t) is a
martingale with natural increasing process given by d(m), =
Xj(t)dt. Therefore, M3,t = flo 4o,j(t)dmj(t) is also a martingale
with natural increasing process (Mj)t = 0t 42,j(t)Xj(t)dt. If
A)t = 0(t) almost surely as t Xo, then, by Lemma 2,
Mj,T/T-* 0 and hence T-1LT(6) A(8) almost surely as T
- . Since from (i)
Q2,p(t)Xj(t) = 02,j(t)Xj(t) + )e,j(t)Xj(t)o(t) + X1(t)o(t)
and so Mj,T/T-* E{4,2j(0)Xj(0)} almost surely as TV-a, we
obtain the result.
The proofs for the convergence of T-lL(¶)(6*) and
T-lL(T2)(6*) follow analogously.
Consider now the asymptotic distribution of T-1/2LT(6*).
From Eq. 8, we expect that this is asymptotically distributed
like
ZT t
ZT=IT-1/2 I Ogl)(t)dm (t).
O =l
[10]
The asymptotic distribution of ZT can be obtained from
the following result, which is of independent interest.
LEMMA 3. Let Mt, st, t 2 0 be a square integrable martin-
gale with natural increasing process (Mt) satisfying d(M)t =
Xtdt. Suppose that there is a semigroup ofshift operator T5,
s 2 0, conserving the probability and metrically transitive,
such that Tj1sit = St+h, (Mt - Ms) o Th = Mt+h - Ms+h
Then as T -x00, T-1"2MT is asymptotically normal with mean
zero and variance EXo.
Proof: Let nTbe integers such that AT = TInT _-*0 as TV
xo. Set YTj = T-112(MjAT - M(j_1)AT). Then, as T -I 00,T-1/2MT = T-112Mo + jfN YTj is asymptotically normal
Statistics: Puri and Tuan
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with mean zero and variance EXO, provided
nT
(i) >1 E{Y',jI(j_1)A} EXo in probability
nT
j=1(ii) E[Yj l rA > }O . E > O.
To verify i, observe that the sum in i equals
- X(7)dt = (M)T/T + (X(T) X,)dt,
X(A7 E(XtIS4jA&T) forjI& c (j 1)A,.. Xt+h
= o Th and E(Xt+hIls+h) = E(XtlsI,) o Th. Therefote, as AT
0,
Sup EI(XV xj Sup EiE(Xjklu) X -1 0.O~stT O5uslAT
Note that X, is sit-measurable because this process is pte-
dictable. Thus, the sum in i differs from (M)T/T by a term
tending to 0 in the mean and since (M)T/T -* EXo by the
metric transitivity of Th, we obtain the result.
To verify ii, observe that the YT,j, g = 1, . . ., nT have the
same distribution. Putting 6(t) = Mt - MO, the result will
follow by verifying that
nT[E(YT,1 l{y2>e}] = AT E[f(AT)1q{(AT)>e T}]
tends to zero a§ TV-+
We now show that the difference between Tl/2LT(O*) and
ZT, defined by Eqs. 7 and 10, respectively, tends to zero in
probability as T
LEMMA 4. Let Mt, t 20 be a locally integrable martingale
with continuous natural increasink process (M)t. Let ht 2 O.
If(Mr/hT2 -+ 0 in probability as T -- 00, then so does MT/hT.
Proof: Let e > 0. Define the stopping time or, to be the
value of s such that (AIX = eht. Then as T m? P{MTAT
MT} -O 0. On the other hand, E(MTA,) E(M)rvT
E(M) TT ehT and, hence, by the Chebyshev inequality,
P{IMT/hA > 8} S P{MTACTT MT} + E/8,
from which the result follows.
THEOREM 3. Suppose the conditions ofTheorem 2 are sat-
isfied and also
(i) T-"2 S()(t){k.(t)-X(t)}dt -- 0
in probability as T -+ 00. Then T-1/2LT(6*) is asymptotically
normal with mean zero and covariance matrix J giveri in
Theorem 2.
Proof: Let a be a vector and ZT be given by Eq. 10. Then
MT = T1'2a'ZT, T > 0 is a martingale with natural increasing
process
r(M)t la'jl() j(S)dS.
Oj=l
.,
By Lemma 3, a'ZT is asymptotically normal with mean zero
and variance a'Ja. On the other hand, by i and Lemma 4
with dMt = Xia'{ 1)(t) - 45'(t)}dmj(t), ht = V\, we see that
T-I2L(l)(6*) ZT 0 in probability as T -X0,. The result
follows.
Asymptotic Properties of the Maximum Likelihood
Ektimator
We now study the asymptotic properties of the estimate OT,
which maximizes LT in e. For convenient reference, we
state the general result.
THEOREM 4. 1. Let AT be a random function on 6 C Rk,
satisfying
(i) AT(@) -* A(6) almost surely as T X0, with A being
continuous, admitting a unique maximum 6*,
(ii) For any 6+ 0*,
lim Sup Sup {AT(6') - AT(@)} 0 a.s.T-e O'EU(G)
as the neighborhood U(6) of 6 shrinks to 6.
Then any PT realizing the maximum ofAT on a compact C
of0 containing 6*, converges almost surely to 6* as T -. oo.
2. Suppose that 6* is an interior point of 0, and A admits
continuous first and second derivatives with respect to 6,
denoted by the vector A(') and the matrix MT), satisfying(iii) As T -* oo, AT2)(6*) -J in probability, and \/T
AT1(0) is asymptotically normal with mean zero and covari-
ance mdtrix J.
(iv) For every e > 0,
lim inf P{IA )(6) - A2)(6*)I} < E V 6 e U(6*)
increases to 1 as the neighborhood U(6*) of6* shrinks to 6*.
Then ET is asymptotically normal with mean 6* and co-
variance matrix T-'J-1. Moreover, if 6T is T"!2-consistent,
that is the distributions of\T(T - 6*) are tight, then OT -
{6T - A (2)(0T')A'A('T)}( - 0 in probability as T -* 00.
We apply the above results with AT = T1Lr. By Theorem
2, condition i is satisfied except for the continuity of A(6),
which we shall assume. To see that 6* realizes the maximum
of A(@), write
A(@) - A(6*) -
> [E log {AXj(O)Xf'(0)}Xy(O) + Xy(0)-j=1
and note that log x - x - 1 with equality if and only ifx = 1,
we get A(6) c A(6*) with equality if and only if Xej(O) =
Xj(O) almost surely, implying, by stationarity that Xej(t)
Xj(t) almost surely. If the parametrization is such that for 6'
06, Xg,j(t) is not equal to XA,J(t) for all t almost surely, then
6* is the unique maximum of A.
Theorems 2 and 3 show that condition iii is satisfied. So all
we need is to verify conditions ii and iv. This would require
rather strong assumptions on XA(t) and Xe(t). A sufficient set
of assumptions is as follows.
AO: For any compact C of 0, there is a c > 0 such that
Xj(t) a c almost surely for all t, all 6 E C.
Al: For any compact C of 0
lim Sug IA,,,(t)- Xe,j(t)I = O a.s.,
E- Sug +2,A~)}(t) < a:.
A2: For some compact neighborhood U of 6*,
Iim Sup I ik?,i)(t) - X ?j(t)II = 0 a.s., i = 1, 2,
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E[{SuP 14 (2(t)112} Xj(t)] < 00,
E{Sur IIjj(2,(t < 00
THEOREM 5. Under assumptions AO and Al, condition ii
of Theorem 4 is satisfied, and under assumptions AO and
Al, condition iv of Theorem 4 is satisfied.
Proof: Let U(s) be a compact neighborhood of 6. Then
from Eq. 7,
r T
Sup T-'LT(6') < T >1E [ Sup Aoij(t)} dNj(t)
'EU(8) j=1 oL 'uMJ
Jo nU(If) Xej(t)} dtl
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2, the
above right-hand side is seen to converge almost surely as T
00 to
E[ [{o o j(t) Aj(t)ESupIn-( f Xi(t)4.
By the monotone convergence theorem, as U(9) shrinks to
the above expression converges to A(@) and hence
lim sup { Sup T 1LT(6')} A(Q) a.s.,
Tot 'eU(8)J
which gives the result.
Verification of condition iv follows essentially analogous-
ly.
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